“Orchestrale” Instruments for Espresso
was conceived as a poem inspired by the
historical and indivisible bond between the
great cultures of coffee and music in the
Italian tradition and it’s dedicated to the music
because music is a place of connection
as coffee is becoming all over the World.

“ Behind the wheel I think of my next stop, the
next service centre, the customary break during
long trips to have a coffee, hopefully made on an
Italian machine.
At last I spot a bar and with my mind still far
away I open the door and find myself amid a
clamour of voices that startle me back to reality.
I head for the bar where a small group of persons
is quietly, almost ceremoniously, waiting in two
orderly queues.
I look at the barista and all at once, as if by magic, the
noisy bustle turns into an opera of orchestrated sounds,
gestures, actions, rhythmic humming and whirring...
I’m rapt by this ritual performed by a man, clearly
unperturbed by what’s happening behind him, who
manages to turn the humdrum of daily routine into
a melodic work of art.
The coffee machine he uses is Italian, with a
classic eye-catching design and metal parts that
gleam like polished wind instruments. It’s very
high-tech but seems to have a soul and like an old
violin its notes evoke the sounds of days gone by.
I’ll never forget that sound because it made the
clamour disappear forever...
a passionate barista... the greatest conductor,
a special coffee... the best composition,
an Italian coffee machine... the finest orchestra!
M.B.

“

In 2006 arose “Orchestrale”.
It is the result of a project thought by a
group of people who wished to unite their
fields of commercial espresso-coffee
machine manufacture, of the restaurant
industry and of furniture design.
In a particularly receptive, selective and
refined market where today it is fundamental
to propose beauty, quality, and innovation
of technology and contents, our bilief
is customer satisfaction, in particular
of those people who are sensitive to the
value of the “made in Italy” craftmanship,
technology and design. Such satisfaction
come true through our espresso coffee
machines conceived according to
traditional concepts and realized trough
modern technical concepts, innovative
materials and components of the Italian
excellence. Therefore our philosophy is to
guarantee a wellness that springs from the
efficiency, the confortableness, the safety
and from the taste and sight pleasure.

The Collection

This collection wants to pay homage to the music
with a special dedication to the user of our machines
who is seen as a great conductor of orchestra
who knows how to get the best from the symphonies
or rather the blends he has chosen.

professional

M A N U A L

In the music and singing art, one of the
most important qualities is the control
on every note.
"Nota" embodies the essence of the
skill, the study, the technique and of the
Italian taste... the essence of shapes
and contents with the right technique
and the right control.

professional

M A N U A L

It is a professional machine with thermosiphonic
supply system, E61 Levetta brewing raised group, 3
Lt copper boiler, a professional sized rotary pump,
a protection thermostat for heating element, water
loading from tank of 2,8 Lt with capacitive level
detector and from water system, separate boiler
pressure and water pressure gauges, easy to adjust
boiler pressure essential for different coffee types and
blends.
It is also available with double pumps (rotary pump
plus one vibration pump only for refilling the boiler)
more appreciated in professional use.
Optionals
Taps with joystick
White filter holder 1 and 2 cups
Black or white filter holder E.S.E. pod
and capsule adapter
Steam and water wands with teflon
inside cold touch
Technical and aesthetic customization

Colour options
Satin steel sides (base model)
Tempered glass sides: white/black
Matt painted steel sides: white/black
with satin steel back panel
Totally matt painted: white/black
(steel sides and back panel)

A U TO M AT I C
2gr.

Its design is inspired by the radio
orchestra (orchestra radiofonica) born
almost a century ago, that allowed
to many people to be able to listen
to real orchestras that previously
could not attend. With the same spirit
Radiofonica is born as a traditional
machine that wants to give an easier
e simplier opportunity to many more
people all around the World to enjoy a
good and traditional coffee extraction.

A U TO M AT I C
2gr.

Radiofonica is the New and last born Orchestrale professional
machine.
Available 2 groups automatic with raised E61 groups and taps
with Joystick, with programmable portion control, dual gauges
for 11 litres boiler and pump pressure control, boiler and pipes
of copper, pipes fittings of brass, frame of satined stainless steel
AISI 304 and painted in different colour options. Serial colour
options: white, black, light blue retro and brown.
Optionals: mirror steel front panel, LED lights.
Handles: White, Polished Steel, Nut wood (and knobs).
Colour options: white / brown / black / light blue retro
We are able to evaluate other colours, whenever it’s possible.

It is dedicated to those ethnic and folk
musics, in which we research more
and more an historical identity, as
they always maintain their originality
of sound, of melodies and materials of
their instruments.

Etnica is a professional espresso coffee and
cappuccino machine available in the automatic and
semiautomatic versions with normal and raised E61
groups (1 gr., 2 gr. compact, 2 gr., 3 gr.) available with
programmable portion control (only the automatic
models), dual gauges for boiler and pump pressure
control, boiler and pipes of copper, pipes fittings of
brass, frame of pure polished and satined stainless
steel AISI 304 with methacrylate finishing.
Etnica semiautomatic 2 groups is also available with
KIT GAS.
Optionals: electric cup-warmer, mixed hot water
outlet, outside motor pump, cappuccino maker,
milk frothing wand, serial interface for external
connection, foot pedal for steam wand, technical
and aesthetic customization.

Colour options and customization
Etnica is also available with different colours frames!
Even with satin steel sides and back or with steel
painted white matt or black matt.
Moreover you can have it with different coloured
methacrylate: black, white, green, red, yellow, orange,
blue and violet.
Handles: White, Polished Steel, Nut wood (and knobs).
Etnica is also available with Limited Edition sides in
super-mirror steel with satin texture.
Those are all our colour options, but we are able to
evaluate any kind of customization, whenever it’s possible.

Limited Edition sides
transparent methacrylate

black / white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet methacrylate

transparent methacrylate

white matt

satin steel
transparent methacrylate

black matt

black / white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet methacrylate

transparent methacrylate

black / white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet methacrylate

Inspired by Ray Charles’ life, with its
design that recalls the shape of the
microphones of an unforgettable epoch,
Phonica wants to be a tribute to those
big and unrepeatable voices of the 20th
century, that will always remain in the
history of music.

Phonica is a professional espresso coffee and
cappuccino machine available in the automatic and
semiautomatic versions with normal and raised E61
groups (1 gr., 2 gr. compact, 2 gr., 3 gr.) available with
programmable portion control (only the automatic
models), dual gauges for boiler and pump pressure
control, boiler and pipes of copper, pipes fittings of
brass, frame of pure polished and satined stainless
steel AISI 304 with methacrylate finishing.
Phonica semiautomatic 2 groups is also available with
KIT GAS.
Optionals: electric cup-warmer, mixed hot water
outlet, outside motor pump, cappuccino maker, milk
frothing wand, serial interface for external connection,
foot pedal for steam wand, technical and aesthetic
customization.

Colour options and customization
Phonica is also available with different colours frames!
Even with satin steel sides and back or with steel
painted white matt or black matt.
Moreover you can have it with different coloured
methacrylate: black, white, green, red, yellow, orange,
blue, violet, gold mirror and silver mirror.
Handles: White, Polished Steel, Nut wood (and knobs).
Those are all our colour options, but we are able to evaluate
any kind of customization, whenever it’s possible.

black matt
green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet / mirror gold and mirror silver methacrylate

white matt

satin steel
black methacrylate

white methacrylate

white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet / mirror gold and mirror silver methacrylate

black methacrylate

white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet / mirror gold and mirror silver methacrylate

It is the top of the range and an evolution
of Etnica.
With

covered

groups

and

with

display, it represents the indivisible
bond between modern and ancient,
where the future is son of history
and the most modern technology
matches with sounds and past times.
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Etnica display is also available with
the

touchpad

above

the

groups:

Etnica display TT (Top Touchpad).

It is only available automatic with normal
and raised E61 groups as well (2 gr. e 3
gr.) with programmable portion control,
dual gauges for boiler and pump pressure
control, boiler and pipes of copper, pipes
fittings of brass, frame of pure polished
and satined stainless steel AISI 304 with
methacrylate finishing.
The alphameric display allows to plan the
following functions:
switch ON/OFF time of the coffee machine, cup
warmer working temperature, warning of softner
regeneration, autosteamer temperature.
Moreover it allows to display the following data:
functional test / malfunctioning notice, coffees counting
for single group and single metering, temperature and
working boiler, boiler pressure.
Optionals: electronic injection autosteamer and LED lights,
same colour options and customization possibilities of Etnica.

with optional
LED lights and
electronic injection autosteamer

Colour options and customization
Etnica display and Etnica display TT are available
in the same colour options of Etnica! Even with satin
steel sides and back or with steel painted white matt
or black matt; different coloured methacrylate: black,
white, green, red, yellow, orange, blue and violet.
Handles: White, Polished Steel, Nut wood (and knobs).
Limited Edition sides in super-mirror steel with satin
texture.

satin steel
transparent methacrylate

black / white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet methacrylate

black matt
transparent methacrylate

black / white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet methacrylate

We are always able to evaluate any kind of customization,
whenever it’s possible.

Limited Edition Sides
in super-mirror steel with satin texture
and nut wood handles and knobs (no joysticks)

white matt
transparent methacrylate

black / white / green / red / yellow / orange / blue / violet methacrylate

Italian Design

Elegance

Strength

Ergonomics

Functionality

Consistency

Cups

Latte Art

Light

Charm

Courtesy

The satisfaction of the highest demands

Luxury Yacht Club
Tuscany

Tichino - Dubai

Artisée Samsung Town
South Korea

Yuma Motors - Thailand

9 Street - Chiang Mai - Thailand

Bangkok - Thailand

Melbourne - Australia

Radolfzell - Germany

Piece of Cake - Cocor - Bucarest - Romania

Grand Café Nel
Amsterdam - The Netherlands

Treasure Coffee - Bali - Indonesia

A Day Café - Taipei - Taiwan

Rotterdam
The Netherlands

ArtCube Event
London - England

International events and exhibitions
From 2007 Orchestrale is directly or through its Distributors
involved not only on competition but also on International
Events.
Quality and design are the main reasons why our
Distributors and Customers choose Orchestrale: the most
important requirements we ask for to our Distributors are
technical competence and after sales assistance for all the
Customers.
These requirements are the real reason why Orchestrale
is a chance for our Distributors to satisfy their Clients;
furthermore through showroom, fairs and events our
Distributors’ Clients can personally see and test the quality
and the reliability of our products.
Thank you for choosing Orchestrale.
Marco Breda

Vito Bettiol

Orch e st r a l e Co ff e e M a ch i n e s

